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poor. The headcount The tremendous gains of Rwanda, Ghana, and
Bolivia would have been invisible. If income and . countries
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the countries in both of ).
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Other scholars, wary of the narrowing of what C. Women and
World Development. A growing cadre of development experts
conceptualized poverty within the framework of economic and
cultural modernization, which rested on a vision of history as
an unwaveringly forward moving and universal progression from
a traditional, agrarian, hierarchical, communal past to a
modern, industrial, democratic, individuated future Gilman
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The Great American Mission: Progressives were also conflicted
in their approach to the intertwined questions of women, work,
and motherhood, advocating an ambiguous mix of protective
labor legislation and maternalist social policy applied
unevenly across the lines of class, race, and ethnicity,
separating middle-class reformers from the people they aimed
to help.
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